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Abstract 
 
Liquid transport in moving particle beds occurs due to liquid transfer upon particle-

particle collisions, as well as due to convective transport caused by the particle motion. 

These transport mechanisms are typically described with rather simplistic models, and 

expensive discrete particle simulations need to be used for their evaluation. In this article, 

we analyze the effect of a variety of liquid transfer models in several flow configurations. 

After selecting an appropriate transfer model, we perform a large set of homogeneous 

shear flow simulations involving soft, frictional spheres. Based on the results of these 

simulations, we build regime maps of the effective liquid flux through sheared particle 

beds. We then draw an analogy to the transport of thermal energy in these systems, and 

find good agreement of the computed dimensionless conductive fluxes. Our results 

constitute the foundation for the future development of continuum models to describe 

liquid and thermal transport through moving granular materials. 
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